!"#$#%&'((%)*+%,*Bringing New Worlds to Your World
On the conference floor, every square foot costs thousands of
dollars. With Virtual Reality on offer, your display will be the
envy of the event and everyone will want to spend time in your
environment. In VR, your prospective customers can roam
through endless territory designed to show off your offering.
Whether as a tool to bring traffic to your booth, or by offering
original content, VR can serve as a dramatic force multiplier
on your conference investment.

The Exit Cubes
Our hand-crafted Exit Cubes evoke the golden age of air
travel. The timeless look of riveted aircraft aluminum fits
virtually any decor or environment. Our compact design
means our Cubes can be installed in almost any space.
And each of our Exit Cubes uses top-of-the-line computer
hardware paired with HTC Vive VR gear. For the truly
discerning, we can also craft unique, one-of-a-kind Cube
designs that match any environment.

Exit Cubes:
A Complete Plug-and-Play Package
We provide everything you need to
differentiate your business with unique
experiences to delight your customers in
a complete, compact package, delivered
to your doorstep. We offer absolute topof-the-line Virtual Reality experiences
anywhere. Our Exit Reality Exit Cubes
can be easily incorporated into almost
and corporate event or special occasion.

Team and Collateral
We provide dedicated professional staff to operate our Exit
Cubes to ensure your customers have the best experience
possible. In addition to staff, we provide artistically
illustrated instruction manuals for visitors to prepare for their
experiences. If you wish, we can also train your own staff to
run and operate installed Exit Cubes.

Virtually Amazing
Exit Reality can take your attendees to any imaginable
world. Delight and engage your customers in ways they’ve
never imagined. Reach out to discover how virutal reality can
transform your business.

Now Showing

events@exit-vr.com
415.857.4592

